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In Minneapolis…
• The DMT Committee heard a summary of community survey
results from Jesse Keenan


Recommendation: We would like access to the raw data to perform data
analysis and understand community needs

• We joined the RKB Working Group Meeting led by Bob Ashcraft


Recommendation: Hold future RKB working group meetings with full Panel
to ensure we are aligned on approach and implementation

• We held a cross collaboration meeting with Water & Wastewater



Agreed to pass resources that align to one another
DMT offered to review W&W paper once complete

• We reviewed DMT resources for RKB consideration


Recommendation: Identify audience of resources as collaborative planning
team and indicate level of technical difficulty.
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PROGRESS in Minneapolis
• Thank you to our new members!






Howard Park
Joel Thomas
Shannon Burke
Alexa Squinni
Lesley Edgemon

• We voted for a new DMT Secretary - Congratulations to Lesley
Edgemon
• We voted to move for EPA’s EnviroAltas to the CRPCC for vote to
the RKB
• We confirmed our goals and alignment to Panel Decision Support
Resources goal
• CRPCC voted yes to including the DMT Recommendations Paper
on the CRPanel webpage
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Accomplishments to Date – The Spirit
Over the past two years, the Data, Metrics, and Tools (DMT)
Standing Committee has focused time and effort to find an
identity, scope, goals, and effective modus operandi. This effort
included discussions, brainstorming, and experiments along
different paths, some of which did not work out, but taught us
lessons. We formalized our work and experience in the "DMT
Roles and Responsibilities" document.
In summary, the objective of the next 12 months is to
complete the transition to a steady state, at which point the
committee will just follow said document and continue its
operations performing the tasks described and following the
associated processes.

Goals for 2018 – Immediate Tasks

 Find a new chair
 Publish the Recommendation Paper: Including portfolio management
practices into the NIST Community Resilience Planning Guide and
Resilience Knowledge Base (RKB) on the Panel website (attached)
 Revisit prior DMT Committee reviews of the following documents:
 Framework for Measuring Community Resilience
 Insights on Training Community Coalitions in LA County
 EPA EnviroAtlas
 Vote to move these materials forward (or not) to CPRCC for their
consideration in the RKB
 Review results from the end-user survey administered by Panel
 Revisit work of DMT Working Group A and Working Group B to
determine next steps.
 Transition to SharePoint
 Find a new chair!

Goals for 2018 – The Tasks (long-term)
 Determine which of the 50 documents posted on the DMT collaboration
space to review, following the reviewer role and process as identified in
the DMT Committee Roles and Responsibilities document
 Apply the revised taxonomy to those documents selected for review by
the Committee. Vote for moving forward to the CRPCC for inclusion (or
not) into the RKB
 Continue to have DMT Committee members join other Committee
meetings and the RKB working group for cross-coordination
 Continue to follow our DMT Committee Roles and Responsibilities
document, reviewing draft materials as entities and individuals provide
materials for review and comment
 Continue engagement with Federal CRPCC members
 Continue communications and collaboration with NIST fellows
 Learn more about activities and work of the NIST COE
 Incorporate feedback from community users

